
Breakthrough technology alert!  Turn the page to see the details.

Perfect.



Pick your base nutrient and start with the Hobbyist Level™. Then decide if the next level in the Bundle Box Accession Ladder is 
the right choice for you. Choose from the Expert Grower Level™, the 

Professional Grower Level™ or the Grand Master Grower Level™.

Walking into your growroom and seeing the crop you have always dreamed of. 
And you did it with a lot less effort, never once having to touch one single drop of 
pH up or down or fool around with any pH monitoring equipment.

And that’s why you should pay close attention to the pH Perfect® 
base nutrients and the pH Perfect Bigger Yields Bundle® boxes 
that together make up the Bigger Yields Flowering System® 
from Advanced Nutrients.

IMAGINE!

Try any of the base nutrients and bundles 100% risk-free — 
Advanced Nutrients backs each bundle with a money-back 
guarantee of satisfaction. Simply visit your local hydroponics 
store and tell them you want to start using the Bigger Yields 
Flowering System right away. 

Here’s what makes pH Perfect so special:
 ◆ NEVER WORRY ABOUT YOUR pH!    The formulations contain a proprietary 

“smart” release of ions called pH Perfect Technology, which automatically corrects 
and balances your pH in your reservoir at optimal levels and keeps your pH locked 
down in your plants’ growing and flowering sweet spot. 

 Never again fool with pH pens or meters or have to balance your pH ever again! 
The cations and anions are perfectly balanced and tuned for the types of plants 
you grow!

 ◆ ALL-IN-ONE SOLUTION!    Start with a pH Perfect base nutrient, which can be 
used as a standalone base nutrient, or with any pH Perfect supplement. And if you 
want, take your plants to the next level by grabbing a Hobbyist Level™ bundle box. It 
comes with all the supplements you need whether growing in hydroponics or growing 
media. Even better, the pH Perfect base nutrients are now 5-in-1 products, and some 
of the supplements are 2-in-1 products, saving you mixing time and money.

 And it doesn’t stop there. When you buy a bundle box you’ll also get one of your 
supplements free—on top of the special low bundle box pricing!—while at the 
same time giving your plants the exact macro-, secondary- and micronutrients at 
the precise time in your plants’ grow or bloom cycles that they need for superior 
plant growth.

 ◆ BUNDLES TO MATCH YOUR SKILL LEVEL!    No matter how much experience 
you have, there’s a bundle made for you. You’re totally in control over what kind of 
crop you want. Start at the Hobbyist Level™ and then decide if you want to move 
up to the next level by adding the Expert Grower Level™, the Professional Grower 
Level™, or the Grand Master Grower Level™ bundle boxes.

 ◆ NO GUESSWORK!    The simple feeding chart provided with each of the bundles 
has been perfected to give your crops optimal nutrient levels and ratios for 
maximized yields every time. It makes it incredibly simple to mix: All the pH 
Perfect base nutrients are mixed at 4 mL per liter and all the supplements are a 
scant 2 mL per liter.

 ◆ AS SIMPLE AS IT GETS!    Just select your base nutrients and your skill level 
bundle, follow the simple mixing instructions and feeding chart, let pH Perfect 
Technology auto-correct your pH, and get ready for a harvest you can be proud of!

www.advancednutrients.com/pHPerfect


